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THE MOSAIC OF' THE WORLD'S - SCHOOLS

by- Jonathan Swift

The Mating Pot concept that predominated in our
country and our Schools, for long, generations - a
concept whose essential objective was anassimila-
tion and the ' effacement of 'cultural identity

no longer governs ... We indeed shall be one
people, but the individual strands making up our
nation will remain distinctive, witht*.thought
of subordinating one to another.
= Evaluation Guidelines for Multicultural/

Multiracial education, National Study of. School
Eyalnation, Arlington, Virginia, 1913.

-*

Perhaps the most strik-bng global featur e for

today's world travalei is 'the, i iu1ticultural

''characteristic of thd world's cities. This is a

fact to beseen. Perhaps less obviouS to the

travelling educator' is the. uncertain use of term-

.'1 .
i 4

inology that is the global syndrome of an increas-
mi.

,

ing awareness yet.nissing
.

unity of approach to a

I

n

need. "Terms such as nulticulturall_polyethnic,

global,'international studies, international

schools, and global education have multiplied

and leaped to the foreground of educational

thought. *bhlture vulturps" abound whose end is

the amassment of detail than the under-

standing and hpmi 1 i!by:t s kp'wledge brings.

There is the usual tendency in the academic com-

munity to over-cerebrate and thus become bogged
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down in the vastness of potential approaches.

The fundamental fact is that yoUng people through-

out the world have to be prepared to go into a

multicultural society tomorrow preferably as '

happy, self-estemning, productive members of

their society. It is our task as teachers to

facilitate this developmcall.

',,if Essentially' there are. two -eideS'to the ialti-.
. - -4. , ..- '' ;

. ;

. ,

. ..

- , ......iY ' cultuiai Coin: firOt;'ilfthe polyethniC,class-,'
.

. -
. .; ,.., . ..

i,..
' room wit h_ numerous migrants -who may-or may not

....,
, ,' ....f

, ._,
. .v.

..k
,

.
: -. be fluent in English,'- they have all tq bp ,

,

brouglit to fUlfillmPnt so. that while maintain-.

co'

-Yu -.

ing their uniqueness,as individuPls, they may
... .

contribute. to the national mosaic; second, is

the homogeneous ,classroom fili:gd with young'.

people who have had little if any contact with

other cultures, other ethnic groups - for them,

anything differ ent is peculiar. Both groups,

nevertheless, shouldbe recipients of 'a multi-

cultural educatiod.

In terms of education- forj Ithe year woo, how-
,

evet,-even this is not enough. The economies and

the cultures o4 the worl Is nations havebecomt.

so inextricably. intertw nedthat the,youth'of

today must be prepared to cope with tomorrow's
. 1
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perplexing problems of interdependence. Such

global issues as health, energy needt, food pro-
,

duction and hunger, human.rights,_ population,

and many others are no longer matters' of ivory-'

towered discussion. They have-permeated the .

tstreets of the saobe, and the World might Soon

- be in the hands of young-people who have not

-- been prepared, tir cope-with this unprecedented

complexity of globaLnteird4iadence., For

.

' teachers to'be unaware ofethe negessiry know-
,

ledge' may be ignorance; -for them to be unaware

of the need for. change is no /eSi than culpable

denial of reality.

Indeed, education today must teaeh.us and our

Children to be realistic. The truth it.that we-

can exist neither within our local communities

or in the international community without a set-

of spec ial sk.T.51s.' FJor decades we. have talked

r

about how literature - written and oral coimuni-

caticon - teaches' us about others, makes Ifs more
,

. ..:Ji.-

emphahetic. The problem is that this has been

much too p sive. We must make -conmmunilation

in all the arts, more aggraSsively taught skill.
4

MOreover, we mus irate the -teaching of

n, as well as those of ariti-

.

d evaluation about the world

skills of percep

cal examination
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4 A around us, about the global and the human condi-

-

tion.

Certpinly2.teacherstherve beentplIcing for a long

time about communication,. about turning kids on

to reading and writing`- the -joys of poetry,,the

novel, the diama Why? As we express this, it

appears that reaaing and writing tre ends'in

41 .4
thetWeiVeSr It seems to me more appropriate

that. weshOuld'ioe tiii4ing kids on:thrK.Igh writing

°

,

andyliterature to life; furthermorer to a life
1

of
(
global participation and responsibility. This

is as much the job of the English teacher as the ,

. . i

teacher of.any other discipline.

1

Recent educational literature as well as the

media havd dealt with the concepts of Inter-

National/Globtl Education and Multicultural

Education. Definitions should provide meaning,

].imitations, structure, purpose - resulting

implicitly in a value judgement of acceptance AA

rejection. The definitions.ofthese instructional

concepts tend to be'all-encompassing because. of

tie.divFgence of approaches and the newness of

the field. The urgent need, then, go for praAbi:-

tioners to be as explicit as possible, Without

being overwhelming.

ro
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From the teacherq point of view, global educa-

tion is a.generic title which includes multi-

cultural studies, global issues and foreign

languages: It is primarily a matter of:per-
,

Specti4e. can be taught best --(perhaps only)

those who are convinced. It is an attitude

oward da ily living: it is not substantive;y a

ne course, nor a new program, nor new content.

It is for this reason that global. education will
rs

succeed fof there are those Who are already con-
.

L

a

vinced. It is for this same reason, however,

that its proponents have such h hatd roc./ to hoe.

Attitudes are harder to modify than ideas. Ng

justification of virtue will enable a person to
.

be virtuous. That "this will preserve lummity"

rAnnotlead to "do this" unless one believes

that both huManity and the-individual are .con-

nected and bOth.-cmght to be preserved." As a

result, the troductlon to.global education

should concern itself with individuals under-

standing thentelves first tieh classmates,.fam-.-

Weil. neighbors in the-street, fellow citizens,

4' and finally fellow, himurs. on:the other*' side of

the globe. Atv-thelsame time, we cannot teach ,

-.

Ihe individualts bh.st or future as though they

were otherworlds 'Line is'an invention to

impose Order-on a seqUence of events. Our
.

-

0 \
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individual and national pasts have influenced

not determined our present and all our.

present decisions'willcreate our future, Ifs
az .

thi individual student or-eacher doesn't real-
.

ize this, all the information in the world will

-4

I

C

c
u

be meaningless. Perhaps,the need is not'so much

for informgti54 as.formatiOn.

Global Education is not,funplamentally, an

approach that is totally new. Some'call it core,
;. .

curriculum with an international,focuAL Good

teachers have'been using it in many ways for
.

. .

v,msny years - limited,too often, by their own

.academic disciplines. What is this.Global,,

Education? In Teaching English.: Reflections

on the State of re Art (edited Stephen Judy,
: -

Hayden, 1979) i'offered a definition:

Global

10 4

Education aalls for a curriculum that
will involve students 'in cultural, scientific,'
ecological, and economie.ssues that affeCt
everyone. It promotes an understanding of the
values and priorities of the many cultures of
the world, as well as the basic concepts and
priwiples related to world communities. It
can offer a vital combination of language,
literature, and the arts of many cultures. It

.includes all .the traditional.yalues of "English,"
`that literature 'and langgage.are'a reflection of
people, their values and needs,'their enemies,
and heroes, and that language is the living bar-
strument of-eommunication, Global Education
aims to increase 'student awareness ofltltural,
political, end economic indegendence in the
world past, present,ana future.

`,

4..
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It has been My experience that, once understood

clear171-Global Education is a natural, a holistic

,. f

bridge to many disciplines. Unfortunately, many

misinterpretations of GlobalEducation'havenb-

Lured what it really is.- It is not a program

the gifted no is it for the drop-out, non-

achiever, the handicapped, the disCipline prob=

lem etc. It*Is rather a teacher attitude toward

the pertinence of study' to life in the future;

it is a type of teacher interaction; it is an

emphasis for the student and the teacher on

individual as well. as group resionsibility on

multicultural, awareness inside and outside

:individual nations, on the enormous human moye-

ment and commerce to end fro that illustrates

the notion of global interdependence, on the

newly realized world culture into which all

nations plug; it is an interdisciplinary, a

holistic way of relating knowledge, skills,'atti7

tildes, and experiences for tomorrow's living in

a global community.,

The educator's task within such a curriculum,

- then, becomes not so much teaching young people

to be assimilated into another culture as aiding

themto be flexible and confident enough to pass
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freely to and. fro bety4en pulture8. It is my

personal belief that we will never create indi-

vidlials who are genuinely bi- or poly - cultural

/
but rather-imdividualewho have the knowledgq,

skills, and sensitivities to ,move easily among

cultures, while retaining with pride a first .Cr

particular culture.

Etidenceindieates that the United States

Nattondl Council-of Teachers of Pnglish is aw

of the' significance of all these concerns."' A

recent document entitled "The Essentials of

r
_Education" which has a goalft "developing

,
(

informed, thinking Citizens capable of partici-

pating in both domestic and tiorld affairs,." is.

being promulgated. by NCTE in cooperation with

/00 -

some twenty other UuS. educational organizations,

ft.

English teachers in particular, I believe, would

find'fascinating the list of skills and khowledge

deemed "essential" to educatiop. (Copies of this

. .

document are-available from,NCTE Headquarters,

Urbana, Illinois.) An early 1978 draft input

fromNCTE to the "Essentials citEducation"

document (1979) suggested that:

To acquire a sense of what is really essential
in English Language Artsf it is necessary to
look at learning more expansively, rather than
in a narrow, piece-meal fashion. 11 com-

t *pudication is not a-stringing togeth of t
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"isolated language skills, but a universe of .

symbols orchestrated in cotplex ways. The6 .,

symbols sometimes take the form of oral and
written language, but they are sometimes .

gestural, as in dance; sometimes iconic as
in the'graRhic arts. ..

. ,

.
. .

To abstract a handful of language skills
fram'the web of human communication is to
distort the process by which People come to
know each other and the world. Students will
not become,highly;skinful , in English
Language Arts or .agy other area - if complex
human interactions are disassembled in school,
programs and skills are presented withou-p
significant context..

There are necessary relationships among
Rnglsh and other subject batter areas. With
tEe teacher-of the .phpical sciences,-the ,

English teacher shares a concern for thinking
ski 11.5 like categorization and specification,

clear `expression of hypotheses, and develop-
ment of problem-solving strategfes. Along
with the social sciences, English focuses on
insight- into human behavio and "the. ability

to reconstruct.burcommon experiences.
English:shares with the arts a concern'for,
he'poWpr of symbols to express feeling and
shape attitudes in,ways that often elude our
everydgy transactions. The common core in
all subject areas in the ordering of h
experience through syhbots,and the essent3
task of education is to bring each learner
.into productive contact. with these,areas. ,

eI

For a number, of reasons, many English teachers
e I.

regard the English component in Global Education/

A.

Multicultural curriculum as something quit apart

from what tkey teach - although the syllabus of
t-

instruction, the activities, theoevaluatiog pro=

cedures and the stadent results in such a curric-

. ulum might match or exceed anything in the

''English" department. Again, for a numb

10

I,

$
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reasons,.mapy makes no attest,,, show no interest
r

in finding out'. what is being dOne in' this

'room: 'their biggestitonern appears tole what

they Ihink is the opei.ation of tlie program.
. -

Some attitudes of distrUst Or hpstility remind

. one of a comment ascribed to William James that
..,

,

great many people think they are Oinking-

when they are merely rearranging their Oeju-.

dices.

.

.4

Ouriously.e4 h in his May'198Q,(AnPublished)

paper for t4e Iichigan Department of Education

entitled "Global 'Education and the Probrt.mi of

4

a.

° a .

A

r.i'nknes," H. Thomas
.

Collins makes the `point--
;that: :,..

Rveryonein education seems automatically to
assume that wheneVer someone inquires about ' .

,

global studies they should be sent immedi7
ately to talk. wit} .the Social-Studies Person., ,

It is unforunate that this. perception exists
because it'llhdts the variety of educational
activities and oppoitunities that students

,,are-likely to be offered in their schools.

Other countries in the world take advantage of
,% .

global studies for different as Well sALthe-same
.

,.

reasons. In the Beijing Review (021, May 26,

1972), the writer Shih Chun, states:

The metaphysical attitude or refusing to
Ame into contact with foreign thingsland
pot studying and analyzini4 them, is:com-

.
pletely wrong. The correct principle we
Should follow is to 'make the past serve-
the present and foreign things serve China.'

(Chairman Mao)
1

.11
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It is thepEnglish teacher's tadk to teach skills.

of compariscinand contrast and snAlysis.' She . .

often makes i.se of the past. We .know how many

times Rnglish teachers usematerials fromi tither

'cultuies, -6111;se highly different from-our own.

Why can't this Same task be performed in con,iu4c-

tion with social studies,.foreign langUages*

;physical education, Mathematics, and science.
r

departments?

a
b I

The crucial Westion at this poibt is: ,.f hear

. .
.-. .

what is beinesaid_gbout tie necessity for-a
. , ' . ° V"

0
glob ducation but Why'is this

related:.

to an .,,

.n .

,

" English dePartmenti"The answer,. Lamy Opinion,
. ..

is brief and clftr:
.

. ..

\--,-
.

it-.
4., . 6

-. 1. Faci in 14guage.(spoken anci written).is /Y::

,
fundambnta o-1 tevery discipline .not just that of ,

a

L

,

5 . -

an English depir,tment, tut it is, the especial
. 15

4

ettiskoof the ihiglish teacher to concentrate on

the *cquisltion-O these skills.

., ,

2. The skills of reading; \
wr#-ig; gpeocTitr, and

0 .

liAtening Can be taught i.A many Academic con- .,
I .. . . 1 Y

texts of usage.. - 6'

3. Literature in all disciplinei_is a map of,

.=

4

or

.

where Luirmility has been, is, and,is:headed:' it `,.\

is a reflection of the universal problemsl-values;

solutions, and activities, of all human kind.

-

r-

a

0
A
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° 4. The comparative characteristics of the individ-
O .

ual and df the stereotype are especially pertinent

-lo the reaaing, discussion, and critical spslysis

of literatare.

'5. The benefits of comparative culture approaches

in'literaturel.hrAnities and language are poten-

t
tinily even, greater than hitherto' represented.

4 at
6. Divergentpoints of view can be fostered

.

...

ially well in the .English classrbom along with
lY

.

'afs
.

.

the skills observation, pnslysis, evaluation,
, -4

judgment, and debate. The awareness that other
-

indiviabla", peoples, nations see the world dif-
. . .

ferentlY Wessential -Iptourinderstanding of
.

tomorrow's relationships.

7.- Myths,: syniboist, metaphors, transletion, and

other forms c f.expression a;e0all culture ot-

dented.. Such study.in.the English classroom

alerts students to, potential kee for richer
vk'rtz

human relationsnips.

There may be many models for the implementation

of global education with =English component.

,

The determihing factor-La which direction to

follow is4 -11y the teacher involved and the

support of the localvadministration and eommuniity.

Teachers seldom initiat the innovaUons butthey

.

certainly do decide wheth r Or not tngytill
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personally or corporately veto them. The question

is often reduced to the following line of reason-
4 .

ing:
#0,0k

How many innovations does my school need?
.

If this new approach seems to make sense, then

I'll consider it if 1) it is easy to 'implement,

2) I'll be &ported by admfristration, community,

an colleague, 3) I have sufficient know-how to

be comfortable with the methodology, and 4)

'there is some personal satisfaction. The posi-
.

tive strokes night consist of financial support
le

from the district or state, parents who work very

4.
hard to support the project, members of the com-,

munity who liblunteer.to share their' expertise,

students who in evaluation exceed all dreams

- _
(everwith a control group), and an academically

sound curriculum. The negative spin-offs, how-

ever, can be personal attacks from former friends

and colleagues, final rejection by teachers on

whom in-service time and effort has been spent,

.Unsucceqsful'evaluation, highly creative stories'

about what participating teachers are reputed. to

be doing in the classroom.

What follows now is the description of one inter-

4
disciplinary program in global education which

has an English component. It will clearly be

perspectives to the second phase - that of global

14
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.

,studies. There is id a body of knowledge

relative to global awareness and skills that falls

withih the domain-of several academic disciplines..

Several years ago, the Livonia Public Schools
,

District in Michigan began preparing for educa-

tion. on a broader basis. In response to the pet-

ceived need for students to broaden their under-
,

standing of the interdependence ofall people on

" spaceship earth," the elementary social studies

o'
program in the schools was revamped; then, with

i-the financial support of the Michigan State

Department 9f Education,. thd school of Global

Education began. in September._ 1978 as a. sub-

. school of StevensOnHigh School. Seventy students

from grades 10 through 12. elected to'participate.

They are still today at liberty to come in and

out of the program at each semester's end: there

is no pressure to stay in or out.

In,our world, We fill many roles: family, commun-
.

ity, religious, national, and international. It

is important to many people that we participate

in these inter - related systems in responsible

ways. To do this effectively we n ed certain

'knowledge and skills. The staff of the Global

Education School believes that the person who' will

s- a.

1.5
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profit most from this alteinatiVe will be the'one

who wants to grow towards self-awareness and in-

creasing independence, who wants a different kind

of learning experience, who wants a closer rela-

iionqip with other people, and who-is concerned

about preparing himself well fob themany roles

he will have to fill in the world around him.

She is the student who is open to new experi-

ences, new Waal new people. Accordingly,dlobal

Education at Stevenson High School means a pro-
,

ceas which will involve participants. ii cultural,
4

scientific, ecological, and economic issues which

affect everyone.. It promotes an understanding of

the values and priorities of the many cultures of

the world as well as the basic concepts and prin-

les related to 'world communities.

Thiaphilosophy is translated into several roles.

Chief of these for the English teacher is an in-

crase of student awareness of the nature and

deVelopment of`world. literature, languages, the

arts and their inter-relationship with national'

behavior, and the understanding of divergence of

individual values.

.
.

.Theke are three multi-disciplinary sequences

offered to all students (regardless of grade or

16
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ability). Sequence I de s with the deep past from

e creation of the cosm s to the middle hges in

history. Sequence II concerns the large

t - the discovery and colonization of

Americ= in relation to the rest of the developing

world. equence III deals with the future - the

skies, the attitudes, the facts, and the concepts

needed to fa a ftture filled with alternatives,

hi

CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF GLOBAL EDUCATION AT

STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL

English: Development" of Language,,Writing and
Comnmnication (including writing and research
skills). Mthology, the Beginnings of Drama,
CreativitY- and Humanities iu the World.

Social Studies: Introduction to Archaeology,
Sociology, Geography, Anthropology, Psychology,
Economics, and Political Science.

O

ScienCe: Science of the Earth: Beginning
Astronomy, Geology,,Meteorology and Oceanology..

Nhthematics: History of Mathematics, Algebra,
Geometryand Advanced Placement Mathematics.

Foreign Languages*: Begihning and Intermediate

Spoken Languages.

*Possible Independent Study

MO.

17
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' SEQUENCE

English: if* Ainerican Literatoe and the Develop-
ment of the:Novel, Short_Sto.1, Poetry,. and Drama.
(This will ;include writing sk Ils and, optional
creative writing), the World terature connection.

Page 17

Social Studies**: American P1
and Government: Native and Tmm
Foreign Policy.

Science: Basic Chemistry with
Earth and Mineral Resources.*

ilism in History
ant trends,

asis on the

Mathematics: RiitoricalDevelopment Math,
Algebra, Geometry, Advanced Placemen Mathematics.

.' AO
Foreign Languages**: Intermediate ape, Advanced
Spoken Languages.

Physical:Education: An emphasis on creativity,
leisure and world popular, games and skins.

*Possible Independent Study

**Including Independent Study

SEQUENCE III

English: Contemporary Wbrld Literature, Trends .

and Notable Authors, New Directions in renal
the Novel, Poetry, and Non-Fiction, Science
Fiction, Futurism, scenario and report writing.

Social Studies*Aproblems in Global Inter-
,

dependence. Studies in Major Global Issues
.(e.g. Energy-Resources and Use, Population, Food
and Nutrition).

Science: Global Issues found in Physics and/or
Biology (if enrbllmdat supports staffing).

Mathematics: Current Problems for Math,
Statistics,' (Other courses to be taken outside
the Global Education School),

Foreign Languages*: 'Advanced SpokegOLanguaies.

*Increased, Independent Study

0
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The teachinteam of the current school consists

of a teacher in each of the academic areas:

English, social studies, Spanish, science, and

iMathematics. The teachers have developed and

implemented subject areas together with a focus'

on the issues that pertain to global inter-depen--:

dence. These staff members have experience in-

service workshops and conferences on team organi-

zation, global studies in academic disciplines,

and methodology. Members of the team. have

successfully used, human resources from many areas -

the community, nearby xiversities, ethnic groups,

service organizations, area specialists, eminent

NS

figures on world issues, staff development cen-

ters, libraries, county educational consultants,

and community service coordinators.

To fully understand the global education progiam,

it must be considered from many points of view.

.0
Academically the program consists of several dis-

ciplines with tHg major focus on English, social

studies, mathematics*, science, and foreign lang

uages. Other electives are in such areas as

physical education, business, home economics',

vocational.training etc. In a traditional high

school setting, all of these subjects are depart-
,

meptalized even fiagmentized rigidly. In Global

DUI
^

N
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Education, the curriculum is written-so that the

academic commlnalities of each are interspersed

throughout the disctplAne; this interdisciglinary

approach, their, allows the continual reinforc ert,

of skilln and acddemic content. In addition the

content is presented so that the emphasis i

placed not solely on. the chronological spegtrum.

of events and works but also on the interp etation
. -

of these same events and works using a gl 1?al

perspective.

a

The-Livonia Global Education Program is/ designed.

so that English and social studies are/scheduled

as a two-hour block: This block is tie nucleus

the program and all students are, involved in

The'remening curriculum consists of academic and
P.

non-aademic:areag offered though satellite

course: these courses are taught froma global

perspective but .,are, not limited to students ui

the -global program. This program, structure' pro-

vides an opportunity for students to explore other

.
?

prograMs such as the vocational offerings at the

3 /'
District Career- enter", the co -op,. work/study pro-

'

gram,. and the courses in the regular schools.

This-helps.mOnsia the core population yet.ailosts
I

0

global students-to_be infused into other programs.

41\
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SinCe a largernumber'ofthe'students follow some

or a11' of the `satellite Courses, field trips,

assemblies etc. dare 64sier to 'arrange because
r

time is blocked'out.far conadcutilte periods of the

and disruptibi to the regular'School isheld

to a minimum
ies 4

All teachers of-globai classes are ,a pert' of the
,

,global-''team. In-service training arranged

either individlumy foxa MAP gioup or the total

team,' Like, the 'students, team membeft reinforce

their areas of expertise through outside visits-
.

workshops,NgeminArs; or conferences,

>

r

Another component of theqprograia is the arrange=

ment-of global issues seminars.. A study of topics

suedes hunger, terforism, migrationl,sterotyping
.101,

etc. is planned and implemented cooperatively by

staffi outside re 'course people,, and students.re

Groups of student choose separatsaes for a
.

pfogram With their global pegs, students in the

regular schooll,and/or the community'.
,;

21
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An eqpnlly intregrated syllabus can '10 laid out

for Sequence II (American and Modern Worj.d-'

Studies) and Sequence III(Futuristics).

p.

The attendant concern in all this includes re-:

sources - not so much a. lack,,of suitabld teacher

resources as the identification and acquisition

ofthem. Too many schools and districts4waste

time, money, and effort developing their own when

it is the job of those intrusted with th,,,t cur-

.
riculum to save these resources and find others

to

already co lete and available:

A good resource starting point for the American.

English, teacher is the National Council of

TeacheisofFnglish. Theirs bibliographies such

as Books For You (especially the new 1981 edition),

Reading Ladders For Human Relations, and Guide to
\

'World Literature (especially the 1980 edition) I

are indiasible. Thematic units in Teaching.

FLW..ish'and the Humanities not only give source

and ideas but reproduce whole leSson plansthat

are applicable invia globalecontext. The commis

isions and committees cif NC4 (such as those on

reading, media, minority affairs, comparative an d

world. literature, E.S.L. and bilingual education,

and white'ethnic minorities) produce materiali

that are easily obtained and usafUl., For those.--

.1

o

, t
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teachers.PeisOpaly'tntekestel. in educational ex-

, changes with'other countries, there is the

International. Assembly.

. Both Global Perspectives in Education, Inc., in

New York, and the Center for Teaching-International

Relations, Denver, Colora &, are particularly fer-

tile resources. They specialize in cross-disciplin-

dry unit plans`and multi-cUltural Materials which

are judged by many to be attractive, 'effective,

and.not too costly.

An every increasing number of magazines among

AP.k which areEnglish Journal (especially resource

,issues and those devoted to suoh topics as inter-
,

discipnary English), The Futurist (a publication'

of The World Future Society), and Science '80

(science for the layman in i)erdisciplinary

terms)'COntinue to pffeia wealth of material to

. -

the- English teacher who, though perhaps not espec-
.

ially creative, is-anxious to a 'ttempt interdiscir

plimary units and assignments An the classroom.

In Australia, too, there are many centers which

produce materials and syllabi for instruction in

'multi-cultural/international studies. Chief among

ab
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these is the Curriculum Development Center in

Canbetra which has a quantity of kits available in

this area .(thosesdone in with cooperation_ with

Otantas are especially attractive and low pricek).

Other states have 1,Scal curriculum centers which

are very much. involved6in thiS timely and fascinat-

ing area of education.

The aforementioned curridalum model and the material

production centers are merely examples of whatcan be

done. It is essential that any curriculum be tail-

ored to meet local needs, that the participants be

those committed to the instruction, and that thO

selection of materials and, the operation of the pro-
.

gram be concomitant with the requirements' of the

student population.

During. the ,summer of i980, I:presented 4s model of .

Global Education to several educators ip the United.

Kingdom. It soon bec#e apparent tbIlt3a though they

endorsed the philosophy and even the mode , the

a traditional, inflexibility of,the last two iears of
-

British high school education would make this exdeed-
.

inay difficult. These last two years are the prep-

ardtion for untversity entrance exams termed the "0"

. .
.141

- levels (lower) and the "A:' levels (higher). i Anything

\

ti

I

0

a
11,
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that 'ftecsiOtlaire ad'ormal'university entrance exam

appears of little consequence to students looking
.

. toward British university entrance., The irony of

the'entire situation is gat the'se British educators

'felt'that the .global program might. tie adapted to .

i 1 f

lower lovei Students.. Cl 4, however, higher .

*
--`-level stUdbnig,mtb are the potentialleaders.of,.

. ,
e' \

tomorrow's society need this-type of information,

1, these s4i11s as much if not more, than those lower._
,:416

, .
;

in the trethitionalacademic. hierarchy. ,The possi,

bIlitz of.overres being mate to a university

dmissions office regarding the validation of .a new

;--
,

- program, a,pressure being put on educators at 1

''. 4e4ertiary level to reilike8s their outmoded in-
,

[
flexibility seemed 'improbableo b a. ble to these me

'-i

educe-
... ; N 11

tors. the reaction of a. few British-educators'
. ,,,

, f
.

can by no .means Be deemed an analysis otBritish

eahcatioh, these-reactions mightAndicate-: because

-of the very rigidity of the system -la need to re- -''

examine thi .pdradigkang. cow,. perhaps, it is con-
-0,A ,e

tinuing to Matntaileavacademicelitism based on

paper evrirations-pf?traditional-Stbjects.
4 . '

A somewhat;s;milar situation exists in Auitralia

because of matriculatioh-exama for university en-

trance. These are not identical to those in the

. 4 .
Affigt i4

7
U.X. nor do.;they.appear.to be inflexible.inflexible. in all of

'

1 .

7

J,

r
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the Auhtraiian states. The,finaltwo years, however,

'i,_

again' ek_to be the' least open to change. There was
......

.. .
,

. . .

14ie t'by teachers and curriculum experts at'the
- 1,z r ,

Pyrdhey internationalConference in various facets of

the G1 bal Education Program, including the,school-

within a-school concept.,

ikPwis many educators at'the World Congress of

Reaning in the Phalipines were enthusiastic about

mod 1,.came,away with literature, and requested,,

eirAnterest-is multicultural as well as

gl bal ssue oriented: it is an interest in the

phil of the School Qe Global EduCatiOn, the

curri the operation, the student activities,
4

and eftluation. Some of them left-expressing a

conviction that could, in fact, adopt certain

facets of the program the next year.

rhaps the most significant revelation coming out

/ of international conferences is that, we. humans,are

// more aljke than we are different. The needs, the

aspirations, the dreams of humankind are being met,

in some way, in some corner of',.our globe. There is.

no one response that is infallible, there is no one

individuti who is the expert. We all,have within s°

us,as educators the seed of knowledge,ani the, thirst

for imprOvement limited only by our imagination'and

yam` nm,

9 r1
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perception. But we are AWARE. We are becoming in-

creasingly aware that tomorrow's schools must be

changed to reflect the insight and the respect and

the intellectual'hirlility that emerge as a result

of the discovery, understanding, and acceptance of

cultural differences.

In his landmarkarticle, "Global Education"(American

Education, June ,78'), Robert Leestma signalstthat:

The future is not what it used to be. Mankind
is beginning to share a contemponmIkcommon
history and increasingly faces a common 'des-

tiny.. The future we face inevitably will be
more international than the past. The future
is now. The-new frontiers are in ilinerapace,

understanding mankind, interdependence, and
intergenerational responsibility - and inter-
national cooperation-for the common good. "r
The development of literacy in global problems
and issues particularly interdependente, compe-
tency in intercultural relations, and appro-
priate conga= for .-international cooperation,
are among the categorical imperatives of
citizenship for the modern world, for students

of all level8 in the educational. system.

It is, then, for us teachers who hold the power to

veto or implement curriculum to remeMber the dis-

quieting yet simple fact that no discipline, no

school,no,pepple, no nation has a separate future

anymore.


